Job description
Job Title: Management Accountant

Location: Abingdon, Head Office

Department: Finance

Position Reports To: Financial Controller

Company Overview
Gigaclear is a fast growing, game changing builder and provider of pure fibre broadband services to
residential customers and businesses in England. We have an ambition to make a significant difference
to the broadband landscape in rural England and improve our customers lives through the provision of
world class broadband services.
The finance team supports the business by providing insightful reporting to support business decision
making.

Purpose of the job
The Management Accountant supports the senior finance team on a day to day basis and at the month
end. The role contributes to the delivery of the management accounts to the board of directors on a
timely basis to allow and support board and business decision making.

Key Accountability & Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support the Senior Management Accountant with the co-ordination and preparation of the
monthly management accounts
Management of Accounts Payable function, including oversight of weekly payment runs
Line management of Accounts Payable team
Maintain Retentions data and control account, verification of retention repayment claims
Maintain CIS data and control account, ensuring compliance with HMRC requirements and
payment deadlines
Preparation of creditor balance sheet reconciliations
Complete monthly VAT return
Finance Business Partner for Networks and Service Management departments
Completion of ONS returns
Any other ad-hoc duties as required

Knowledge & Skills
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong Excel skills (Pivot tables, Vlookups, etc)
Proactive with a can-do attitude and a strong eye for detail and accuracy
Inquisitive mind, able to identify questions to ask and find solutions to issues
Good communication skills
Ability to manage and prioritise competing tasks in a fast paced and busy environment
Positive and enthusiastic attitude and a desire to learn
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•

Telecoms/infrastructure experience with Broadband focus desirable but not essential

Qualifications
ACCA/CIMA/ACA qualified or part-qualified studier (qualified by experience will be considered)
Our Values
Find a way - we will work together to deliver market-leading solutions and provide customer service
excellence to our communities
Do the right thing - we always base our decisions on what we believe is fair, considerate and in the
best interest of our customers and our colleagues
Be committed - we are all accountable for our actions and work relentlessly with our many customers
to deliver on our promises
Keep it simple - we take potentially complex and confusing information and we make it easy for
everyone to understand

This job description is not intended to be exhaustive. The post holder will be expected to adopt a flexible
attitude to the duties which may be varied (after discussion), subject to the needs of the business and
in keeping with the general profile of the role.
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